Abstract: Light transmission on the surface of the rotating Earth is examined using the Langevin metric of general relativity. It is shown that this metric which yields the rigorously tested and verified algorithm for clock synchronization in the Global Positioning System (GPS) also predicts east-west light speed anisotropy that is inconsistent with light speed isotropy postulated to hold at a local level on the rotating Earth. This light speed anisotropy is further demonstrated using experimentally confirmed light travel time in a simple speed calculation as well as the classical method of light speed relative to a terrestrial observer rotating with the Earth for light travel in the Earth-Centred Inertial (ECI) frame. These theoretical results are confirmed by experimental findings from GPS measurements and lead to the re-interpretation of the Sagnac effect normally treated as a time correction in GPS operation.
Introduction
A central tenet of modern physics is the principle of light speed constancy according to which light travels at a constant speed c in all inertial frames. Numerous verification experiments yielding light speed c have been conducted leading to the almost universal belief that the principle has been confirmed. However Zhang [1] has shown that while two-way light speed invariance has been verified, one-way light speed constancy has not. Also, although the principle is formulated as applying in inertial frames, the majority of light speed tests claiming its confirmation have been conducted in the noninertial frame of the rotating Earth [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Rindler [10] justifies this by arguing "…we do not expect to find such extended or perfect inertial frames in nature. It is the equivalence principle that provides the bridge between the ideal [special relativity] model and the real world. According to it, we can find at each event a set of local inertial frames, which may be small or large depending on (i) the distribution of nearby masses, and (ii) the accuracy we require. It is to these frames (or other frames not differing too much from these frames) that [special relativity] is applied in practice, and with great success." In other words the surface of the rotating Earth can be treated as an approximately inertial frame by confining considerations to suitably restricted regions such that the speed of light is locally isotropic in this otherwise non-inertial frame. This conclusion is supported by many authors including Rizzi and Tartaglia [11] , Rizzi and Tartaglia [12] , Rizzi and Ruggiero [13] , Pascual-Sánchez et al. [14] and Kassner [15] . Thus on a rotating platform Rizzi and Tartaglia [11] argue for light speed constancy both East and West and PascualSánchez et al. [14] support light speed constancy both locally and globally. Additionally, Tartaglia and Ruggiero [16] have shown in the framework of general relativity that angular momentum effects do not measurably affect light travel times in Michelson-
Morley type experiments. Perhaps the most compelling indication of the acceptance of the principle of light speed constancy and its applicability in the terrestrial frame is its use in the SI definition of the metre requiring light speed invariance in the frame of the rotating Earth.
There is however some disagreement about the physics of light transmission on a rotating platform. Specifically a few authors argue for light speed anisotropy around such a platform and the consequent inapplicability of the principle of light speed constancy [17, 18] . Selleri [17] in particular advanced a proof of anisotropy in the speed of light in a reference frame that is commoving with the edge of a rotating platform. Even Rizzi and Tartaglia who initially argued for light speed isotropy [11] , later relaxed their position regarding global light speed anisotropy in a rotating frame [12] . An entire book addressing this issue has in fact been published [19] . Thirty years ago in a paper presented at a Precise Time and Time Interval meeting describing the results of time transfer experiments using laser light pulses, Alley and others [20] noted that the metric associated with general relativity predicts an asymmetry in the one-way speed of light travelling in the east-west and west-east directions. It was suggested then that this difference if real may eventually be measurable by experiment. In a later paper Alley and his colleagues [21] outlined the general relativity theory prediction of light speed anisotropy in the east-west direction and described an experiment that directly searched for this anisotropy. This prediction of light speed anisotropy in the framework of general relativity directly conflicts with the local principle of light speed constancy on the surface of the Earth and this apparent inconsistency has never been resolved.
The advent of the very successful Global Positioning System (GPS) where light transmission on the rotating Earth is an on-going physical activity provides an opportunity for direct experimental resolution of the controversy relating to the physics of light travelling in rotating frames. GPS operation is based on accurate atomic clocks that are synchronized using an algorithm derived within the same general relativity metric [22, 23] that predicts east-west light speed asymmetry. The accepted interpretation is that light speed is constant in GPS clock synchronization but a time adjustment sometimes referred to as the "Sagnac correction" is necessary because of the Earth's rotation.
Similar to the case of light speed constancy in a rotating frame, this interpretation has been subject to challenge [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Marmet [24] and Kelley [25] have argued that observed travel time differences in the GPS for east-west light transmission is evidence of light speed anisotropy and Gift has supported this using the rigorously verified GPS clock synchronization algorithm [26] and the GPS range equation [27] . Hayden [31] previously arrived at this same conclusion after considering several experiments including Sagnac, Michelson-Gale and Brillet-Hall.
In this paper we re-examine the issue of light transmission on the rotating Earth with particular reference to the GPS and analyze the problem using general relativity in a rotating frame of reference. In section 2 we derive the transmission time for a pulse of light travelling on the surface of the Earth using the Langevin metric in general relativity.
This yields the result given by Ashby and accepted by the CCIR for clock synchronization. In section 3 we use the same metric to determine the corresponding eastwest light speeds on the rotating Earth and revisit the problem of asymmetrical light speeds. Supporting experimental evidence from the GPS is presented. In section 4 based on the experimentally confirmed time of travel result light speed in any direction on the surface of the Earth is calculated using the ratio distance over time. In section 5 light speed in any direction is also determined based on light travel in the Earth-Centered
Inertial (ECI) frame relative to the rotating Earth. A full discussion of the findings and their implications is then presented in section 6.
Derivation of the Travel Time of a Light Pulse in General Relativity
In this section we derive the transmission time of a light pulse travelling on the surface of the Earth. In doing so, we follow the procedure presented by Ashby [23] .  is given by
The transformation t t   in (2) means that time t in the rotating frame is the same as the time t in the associated ECI frame where the measuring clocks can be Einstein synchronized. This results in the Langevin metric in the rotating frame given by Equation (10) gives the light travel time observed on the surface of the rotating Earth. As a GPS clock synchronization procedure it has been rigorously and exhaustively tested and verified and has been published in a standard by the CCIR (International Radio Consultative Committee) in 1990 and 1997 for synchronizing clocks at different points on the Earth. Using (10) the time WE t  for light to travel eastward between two points fixed on the surface of the Earth a short distance l apart is given by [26] 
where v is the surface speed of the Earth at the particular latitude. The time EW t  for light to travel westward between these same two points from (10) is given by [26] West between fixed points on the surface of the Earth, an experimental observation first highlighted by Marmet [24] and Kelley [25] . must be applied, this based on his interpretation of equation (10).
From this discussion, the overall situation for the observer fixed on the surface of the rotating earth is that light travels between fixed points on the Earth's surface at speed c consistent with the principle of light speed constancy but that a "Sagnac correction" must be applied to the resulting travel time because of the rotation of the Earth. Ashby has published several papers promoting this interpretation [23, [35] [36] [37] and it is now widely accepted by physicists. This interpretation is however open to question since as indicated previously the Langevin metric used to derive the clock synchronization algorithm also yields anisotropic light speed in the east-west direction in the rotating frame [20, 21] . Moreover as demonstrated above, equation (10) shows
implying asymmetrical east-west light speeds. We examine this situation in the following sections.
Light Speed in the East-West Direction in General Relativity
Following Alley et al. [21] , consider light transmission in the east-west direction on the rotating Earth as shown in Fig.1 
d is an infinitesimal change and hence from (4),
reduces equation (7) 
This gives
is the speed of the earth's surface at the particular latitude. Hence
Therefore the east-west light speed EW c on the rotating earth is given by
For light travelling in the west-east direction,

d is positive and
This reduces to
Therefore the west-east light speed WE c on the rotating earth is given by
Thus at any point on the surface of the rotating Earth, the general relativity calculation produces light speed v c  from East to West and light speed v c  from West to East. Alley and his team [21] noted this asymmetrical light speed prediction by the general relativity metric but were unclear whether the prediction was observable since the metric of equation (3) "seems to assume that the observer is located at the centre of the rotation." This uncertainty has however been removed as light speeds v c  in the eastwest direction on the surface of the Earth have been verified by several researchers using GPS technology.
Around the time of these attempts by Alley and his group to detect East-West light speed differentials, unequal travel time of about 300 nanoseconds for electromagnetic signals travelling in opposite directions around the Earth were directly demonstrated by Allan and his colleagues using atomic clocks and signal reflections off orbiting satellites [38] . Following this Marmet [24] , using GPS measurements observed that a light signal takes about 28 nanoseconds longer to travel eastward from San Francisco to New York than to travel westward from New York to San Francisco. Kelly [25] also noted that measurements using the GPS reveal that a light signal takes 414 nanoseconds longer to circumnavigate the Earth eastward at the equator than in the westward direction around the same path. This is as predicted by GPS equations (11) and (12) . Both Marmet and Kelley concluded that these observed travel time differences in the GPS measurements in each direction occur because light travels at speed v c  eastward and v c  westward relative to the surface of the Earth at the particular latitude. Gift [26] confirmed and generalized these anisotropic east-west light speeds v c  by using the GPS clock synchronization algorithm to determine light travel time for arbitrary distance. (See section 4)
Wang [28] used the range equation operating in the ECI frame to demonstrate light travel time differences depending on the observer's uniform motion relative to the ECI frame. Gift [27] applied Wang's approach by employing the range equation to determine elapsed time for light traveling between two adjacent points fixed on the surface of the rotating Earth at the same latitude then using the known distance between the two fixed points to show that the one-way speed of light in the east-west direction is v c  . This east-west light speed anisotropy has also been observed by Hatch [29] for light transmission between the GPS receivers on two Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment satellites and by Sato [30] who showed that in the operation of the GPS the Sagnac effect provides experimental evidence that the speed of light varies according to the rotational motion of the Earth.
It is evident therefore that the asymmetrical light speed prediction of general relativity has actually been observed, the inconsistency with the principle of light speed constancy notwithstanding. In order for general relativity to predict light speed constancy on a rotating platform, it seems that the associated field equation must be modified. 
where  R is the Ricci tensor constructed from a nonlinear combination of the  g and their first and second derivatives, R is the scalar curvature and G is the Newtonian gravitational constant. The relevant metric when solved for east-west light travel yields light speed constancy given by [21] 
However while light speed c derived using the modified field equation is known to produce inaccurate clock synchronization when used without a "Sagnac correction", it will be shown that light speeds v c  derived using the original field equation do not.
Light Speed Using GPS Time Measurements
Since the time of travel given by GPS equations (11) and (12) has been rigorously verified and is programmed into the operation of the GPS, this represents an actual time of travel measurement that can be used to test the asymmetrical east-west light speed prediction of general relativity based on simple kinematics as was done in [26] . Thus using the GPS time The results in (24) and (25) 
In Fig. 2 O is on the axis of the Earth, O is on the surface and z A d  is parallel to the equatorial plane. Let the angle between the direction of the light pulse on the surface of the Earth and the line of latitude
Recalling that v r E    is the speed of the earth's surface at the particular latitude and using (27) , (26) . These light speed values are exactly those found using the general relativity metric in section 3 and experimentally confirmed using the GPS [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Thus the light speed in (29) determined in the Earth's rotating frame using the CCIR timing algorithm (9) and (10) 
Substituting (32) Ashby's interpretation must be rejected.
Derivation of Light Speed Using Relative Velocity in the ECI Frame
According to the IS-GPS-200E Interface Specification [22] is the position of the receiver at the time of reception of the signal.
Equation (35) Thus in the ECI frame light travels at speed c relative to the ECI frame while the Earth on whose surface the light transmission is observed is rotating at speed v relative to the ECI frame. Consider a light pulse directed at an angle  with respect to the line of latitude at a point A on the Earth. This is shown in Fig. 3 where the light is travelling at speed c in the ECI frame and the observer on the surface of the Earth is moving at speed v because of the rotating Earth. In order to determine velocity of the light relative to the moving observer a velocity v that is equal and opposite to v is applied in order to bring the observer to rest relative to the ECI frame. Then the speed of the light where, as before, v is the speed of the Earth's surface at the particular latitude. Recall the light is travelling at speed c in the ECI frame while the observer is moving on the rotating Earth at speed v relative to the ECI frame. Light travel time WE t  is also given by [26] 
Expanding (43) and retaining only terms up to first-order this reduces to
Comparing (44) and (41) it is clear that the situations are completely analogous.
In the case of the moving vehicle however, (44) is not interpreted as the time (44) is this is the time ) /( v v L C  for the vehicle to travel to the observer at speed v v C  relative to the observer. Similarly, in the GPS the interpretation of (41) as the time c l / for the light to travel at speed c relative to the observer on the rotating Earth with a "correction" 2 / c lv because of the rotating Earth is artificial and not tenable. Instead, as demonstrated above, the correct interpretation of (41) is that it is the time ) /( v c l  for the light to travel to the observer at speed v c  relative to the observer.
Discussion
The results of this investigation reveal that the Langevin metric of general relativity which produces the rigorously verified CCIR clock synchronization algorithm, also yields noninvariant east-west light speeds v c  in the frame of the rotating Earth. This is contrary to the light speed invariance principle postulated to hold in an approximately local inertial frame on the Earth and assumed true in the SI standard of length measurement. This light speed anisotropy has been experimentally confirmed by several researchers [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] using the high-precision technology of the GPS. Moreover, by using elementary kinematics involving confirmed GPS time and arbitrary distance measurements, a more general expression . This is exactly the expression derived using the experimentally determined GPS light transmission time and simple kinematics.
To further illuminate the discussion, well-understood relative velocity occurring with low-speed vehicular motion was outlined and the equations shown to be completely analogous to those derived from the CCIR clock synchronization algorithm. The applicability of classical mechanics and relative speed to light transmission in the ECI frame was therefore revealed. These fully consistent theoretical and experimental results demonstrating light speed anisotropy in the Earth Centered Earth Fixed frame suggest that the principle of light speed constancy really is inapplicable in the rotating frame of the surface of the Earth. Such a view appears to be supported by Ashby who, despite his interpretation of the Sagnac Effect as a time correction, said [36, p44] "…the principle of the constancy of c cannot be applied in a rotating reference frame…"! Selleri [17] has shown that an unavoidable paradox arises when special relativity is applied to rotating platforms since the ratio  of one-way east-west light speeds (both clocks are synchronized to a specified uncertainty if they have the same epoch and measurements of any time interval by both clocks differ by no more than the specified uncertainty. The timestamps generated by two synchronized clocks for the same event will differ by no more than the specified uncertainty." From this, clocks are synchronized if they indicate the same times for the same events and this is realized using a suitable synchronization procedure. Some researchers however employ certain other clock synchronization procedures that result in different modes of clock operation which they refer to as synchronized clocks. Light speeds determined using such clocks will show a dependence on these different clock synchronization schemes since differently synchronized clocks will measure different time intervals for the same light signal transmission. In fact virtually any speed can be obtained by suitably "synchronizing" the measuring clocks and Will [50] has pointed out that "a particularly perverse choice of synchronization can make the apparent speed…infinite"! These "apparent" speeds are artificial and bear no relation to physical reality; they are meaningless.
A proper clock synchronization method must result in clocks that indicate the same times for the same events, precisely as occurs in the GPS. In this system it has been experimentally demonstrated that the use of any other clock synchronization algorithm would result in major timing and navigational errors and therefore all such alternatives are invalid. Selleri addressed this issue in his consideration of the Sagnac Effect [45] . In addition to resolving the paradox by identifying the inertial transformation, he presented a new proof of absolute simultaneity by deducing the condition 0 1  e from the universal set of space-time transformations. In this way "absolute simultaneity is shown to be necessary in all theories" and like the GPS "it is not true that the synchronization procedure can be chosen freely".
Conclusion
In their paper of 1988, Alley and his co-authors [21, p262] 
